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◎Owner's Information: 

https://www.resume.id/works/b6cd51dd46eb8399/edit
https://www.resume.id/tsuru


The owner is Mr.Sugiura.

After graduating from high school, He entered a culinary school. 

Then, he worked at a Japanese restaurant.                                        

He learned how to make sweets from a friend who was an imperial chef and

volunteered to send sweets to the disaster area.

◎What Melon-Pan is:
Melon-pan is a type of sweet bun from Japan, that is also popular in Taiwan

and China.

They are made from an enriched dough covered in a thin layer of crisp cookie

dough. Their appearance resembles a melon, such as a rock melon. 

They are not traditionally melon flavored.



◎Fujiyoshida City's Information:
Fujiyoshida has a population of nearly 50,000. 

It was built upon old lava flows right at the base of Mount Fuji.

Fujiyoshida is the home of Fujisan Station and is also conveniently located

between Lake Kawaguchi and Lake Yamanaka.

Fujiyoshidaʼs Kitaguchi Hongū Fuji Sengen Jinja, originally built in 788, is the

historicalstarting point for pilgrims climbing the mountain. 

Fujiyoshida is also home to the Fuji-Q Highland amusement park. 

Fujiyama, a roller coaster ride was, until 2007, the highest roller coaster ride

in the world ̶ 79 meters tall. 

While no longer a record holder, it remains a frightening experience.

◎Mr. Sugiura's Melon-Pan's Information:



It is sold around Lake Yamanaka and Shiroganedai in Tokyo. 

Some customers buy boxes of his Melon-pan.

Before the coronavirus epidemic, he had opened the store at local festivals.

The price of Melon-pan is 200 yen.

It is a type of bread called Cookie Melon-pan, which is crispy outside and

fluffy inside. He doesnʼt waste the leftovers.

He makes them into Rusks and sell them for 200 to 250 yen.

◎Future Prospects:
Mr. Sugiura has problems when he sells melon-pan. 

In winter, Yamanaka lake is very cold, so he must endure cold weather in his

car. 



In summer, melon-pan do not sell well, so he reduces a bomber of melon-pan

and he also sells kakigori. 

Now, his melon-pan cannot sell well because of corona virus. 

He said he wants to come to Tsuru university and sell his melon-pan for

students.

 


